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4. (VUNESP) Carefully read the following verses: I leave life with the leaves of the tédio_Do desert poet tourist-like hours of a long nightmare that breaks into the bosom of a miner. _Esses verses of Alvarez de Azevedo mean a: a) rebellion in the face of death.b) accepting life as a long nightmare.c) taking death as a decision.d) sadness for living conditions.e) joy for the long life it
had. Feedback: Letter to CComment: The 2nd Romantic Generation is marked by the high sentimentality of the lyrical i and its sense of dissatisfaction during the time in which it lived. At that time, also called the evil of the century, people did not feel included in their reality, expressing in the literary sphere internal conflict, with pessimistic and self-centered aspects; in addition, they
also came to death as if it were the only way to get rid of their cries for life.5 (UEL) I do not go Roman is a literary genre that has come to develop in the century ....., portraying above all .....; it was very common for publication in parts, in newspapers, in the form........ They correctly fill the gaps of the text above, in order:a) the 17th - high aristocracy - conto.b) XVIII - bourgeois world
- folhetim.c) XVIII - bourgeois world - chronicle - bourgeois world - folhetim.e) 19th - high aristocracy - chronicFeedback: Letter BComment: Romance began to develop on the European continent in the 18th century and reached the Brazilian lands in the 18th century. , you can see that the authors seek to describe the bourgeois scenario. These texts were produced in the form of
series divided into chapters, and also had characteristics of the narrative.6 (UEL) I don't want to dismiss an alternative whose terms correctly fill in the gaps in the original text. This was typical of problems........... Poet.......... take as the main character of his poems figure ............... claiming, in his heroic nature, in his bravery, in his honor - qualities that strictly identified him with the
most worthy of the medieval knights.a) nationalists - Goncalves Diaz - Brazilian Indian.b) enigmatic - Alvarez de Azevedo - sertjoane solit'rio.c) cosmopolitans - Castro Alves - operalio nordestino.d) Feedback: Letter Comment: The 1st romantic generation, also known as a nationalist or Indian, was influenced by the historical context of the time, who sought to create Brazilian
identity through a native figure: Indian. Goncalves Diaz was one of the main authors of this generation to portray this idealized reality. Other alternatives do not belong to the 1st romantic generation and bring the wrong aspects7. (UFC) Analyze claims of romanticism in Brazil.I. The romantic audience of reading was mostly made up of women and students.II. With the
popularization of the romantic novel, They began to be written for consumption.III. Romantic novel came to meet the needs of a predominantly rural audience. a) Only I am true.b) Only II is true.c) Only III is true.d) Only I and II are true.e) I, II and III are true. Feedback: Letter D Comment: The only information that disagrees with romantic school item III since romanticism was
created to meet the needs of the time and depict a bourgeois scenario that was on the rise. In this context, there is no connection with the rural environment.8 (MCKENZIE) Nature, in this stanza: From the tamarind the flower has opened, just now, already releases a bogari sweet flavor! As a prayer for love, as these prayers, in the silence of the night the forest exudes . The
question (Goncalves Diaz) Note: tamarind and fruit tree; The fruit of the same plantabogari and white flower bush) is conceived as an indomitable force that exposes the lyrical i instinctive erotic experience.b) expresses loving feelings.c) represented by the mythical deity of classical tradition.d) functions only as a scenographic framework for a loving idyll.e) objectively recreated,
based on elements of national fauna and flora. Feedback: Letter to BComment: Goncalves Diaz is one of the main names of the 1st romantic generation. In the poem he connects his love feelings with the description of natural landscapes. We perceive the expression of his feelings from comparison in the verses How to pray for love, how these prayers. (UNIFESP) In the verses,
the following romantic characteristics testify: My eight years! What anguish I have from the beginning of my life, from my childhood dearWhy years do not bring any more! What love, what dreams, what flowers,On these fagueiras afternoonIn the shade of banana trees, Under the orange groves! (Casimiro de Abreu) nationalism and religiosity.b) sentimentality and nososismo.c)
subjectivism and condoreirismo.d) egocentrism and the Middle Ages.e) Byronism and idealization loveFeedback: Letra BComent'rio: In a poem by Casemiro de Abreu, we can perceive the perception of the feeling in romanticism, it was very common for the authors to produce an imaginary escape from the reality of their lives, with this, childhood was one of the most renewed
moments that reminded of the purity and innocence of time. HOW TO START STUDYING FOR ENEM AFTER TODO MUNDO10. (PUC) No, no, no. Note the alternative that defines the qualities of romanticism is present in the poem Poet Alvarez de Azevedo: In my bed sleeps, Throbbing and stabbed, the lover of my love! Hair is mocking my faces running Like Moonlight on a
flower! a) This romanticism, in the image of a beloved woman idealized.b) The poem belongs to romanticism, because it has a pair of rhymes.c) Because it has metaphors.d) Because it represents the poet in love.e) Because it refers to nature in a humanized way. Feedback: Letter AComment: In Alvarez de Azevedo's poem, we perceive the lyrical i Female image. Subjective
language and the presence of exclamation pointing enhance and contribute to the formation of its meaning. Lyrical i commins beloved with natural elements that relate not only to beauty, but also to purity, innocence when it comes to flower. Feedback 1. (USP) Indian, in some novels by Jose de Alencar, such as Iracema and Ubirajara, is: portrayed objectively, in a strict and
scientific point of view. idealized against the backdrop of nature, of which the epic hero. episodic excuse to describe nature. seen with the contempt of a biased white who considered him inferior. presented as fierce primitive and bad instincts. (PUC) No, no, no. Exercises from 2 to 7 belong to two transcribed chapters. Chapter CXXIV GO FROM INTERMEDIATE What is between
life and death? A short bridge. However, if I had not written this chapter, the reader was greatly affected by the shock, which is very harmful to the effect of the book. Jumping from picture to epitaph can be real and common; the reader, however, does not take refuge in the book, but to avoid life. I am not saying that this thought is mine; I say that there is a real dose, and at least
the form is picturesque. And I repeat, it's not mine. Head CXXV EPIPHERO HERE LIES D. EULIA DAMASENA DE BRITO MORTA AOS NINETEEN ANOS OI POR ELA! 2. (PUC-SP) Identify and link the work and author of two chapters of the text: 1. Sentimental Memories of Joan Miramar. 2. Posthumous memories of Cuba. 3. The sad end of the Polycarp of Lent. A. Lima
Barreto B. Oswald de Andrade K. Machado de Assis. 3 and A. 1 and B. 2 and S. 1 and C. 2 and B. 3. (PUC-SP) Chapter CXXV, in terms of its creation: a completely romantic chapter, to address the topic of death. The chapter is quite suitable for the genre of romance, where there should always be a new plot unit. somewhat unusual in this novel, which fits perfectly into the
established norm. fits perfectly into this novel, in its tragic tone. moment of violation of the Romance pattern, its anti-narrative aspect. 4. (PUC-SP) In the novel as a whole, repeated breaks in considerations such as those made in the chapter CXXIV referring to the narrator, reader, narrator, reveal: imperfect mastery of narrative technique. technique that has always been part of the
rules of the novel composition, regardless of time. inauguration, in Brazilian literature, a modern novel, even contrary to the basic norms of storytelling; technology, widely used by writers of the romantic era, later faded into the background. technique is already overcome, even in the romantic era. 5. (PUC-SP) In the phrase (...) if I hadn't written this chapter, the reader would have
suffered a strong shaking, very harmful to the effect of the book, highlighted elements denoting the link, respectively: channel, sender, sender receiver, contact, channel code, receiver, message, receiver, sender channel, sender, receiver, receiver, receiver, receiver, receiver, receiver, receiver, receiver, receiver, receiver, receiver, message receiver, message receiver, message.
(PUC-SP) The reader, however, does not take refuge in the book, but to avoid life. This sentence creates a constellation of direct or indirect allusions at different levels. Which one do you think is the least viable in this novel? reference-waiting for the death of the narrator at the end of the book. references to the dead narrator. references to Eulalia's death. references to the fictional
character of the novel. reference to death as a constant presence in the book. 7. (PUC-SP) Chapter CXXV should be seen: much more as an icon than as a linear discourse. first whether, as an amazing fact, completely unexpected. only as a manifestation of the narrator's sadness. according to the usual reading of the novel, without serious surprises or novelties. as a phrase, but
in a strange syntax. (OSEC) No, no. Excerpts I, II and III refer to questions from 8 to 10. I - It's been weeks, Jerome now, every morning I had a very thick cup of coffee, ritinha style and bring two fingers of paraty to cut cold. The slow and profound transformation was to operate on him, day after day, hour after hour, examining his body and alando his feelings, in the mysterious and
deaf work of chrysalis. His energy slowly weakened: he was contemplative and loving. American life and the nature of Brazil have now patented the unforeseen and seductive aspects that made it move; he forgot his primitive dreams of ambition, to idealize new, spicy and cruel happiness; he became liberal, unpredictable and outspoken, friendlier than spending, got desires,
enjoyed and was lazy, retiring, vanquished, to the imposition of the sun and heat, the walls of fire, from which the ever-rising spirit of the last drum carried the homeland away from enterprising conquerors. I-I-What I'm about the old. Fifty years for St. Peter. Fifty years lost, fifty years spent aimlessly, mistreating me and abusing others. The result is that I harden, shut up, and it is not
a scratch that penetrates into this thick shell and comes to painfully dulled sensitivity inside. Fifty years! How many useless watches! Consume a person your whole life without knowing why! Eat and sleep like a pig! Like a pig! Get up early every morning and run out, looking for food! And then keep food for children, for grandchildren, for many generations. That's ridiculous. What a
mess! Isn't it nice to go to hell and take everything? Sun, rain, sleepless nights, calculations, combinations, violence, dangers, and I have no illusion that I did a profitable job. III- Paula followed, an old cabocle, half an idiot whom they all respected for virtues, that only she had to bless erysipelas and cut the fever through prayer and witchcraft. She was very ugly, fat, sad with wild
eyes, cut by razor teeth, forming a tip like a dog's teeth, straight hair, drained and still sweatshirts, despite They called her the Witch. 8. (OSEC) On the treatment of characters can be said that: the text I am romantic, II is modern and III naturalistic. Texts I and III are naturalistic, and II are modern. Texts I and II are modern and iii naturalistic. Texts I and II are modern, and III is
romantic. Texts I and III are modern, and II is romantic. 9. (OSEC) Character is perceived as contrary to the values of his world: only in Section I. in excerpts I and II. only in Section II. in excerpts I and III. in excerpts II and III. (OSEC) No, no. Text II belongs to: Graciliano Ramos. Jose Lears from Rego. Joseph Alencar. Aluisio Azevedo. Jorge Amado. 11. (SANTA CASA) In the
story Famous Man, there is the death of the wife of the pesta, the central character, the composer, who can not conclude a requiem for a female Mass. He was pleased with the mass of praying and simply, for him alone. It is impossible to say whether all the tears that were hidden to her eyes were from her husband, or whether some of them were from the composer . As the
excerpt reminds, in Machado de Assis's work, the narrator often questions the obvious meaning of reality, which is often misleading. emotionally interfere with the traps in the text, making it dramatic, sentimental and ultra-romantic. seek to expose the profound hypocrisy and kindness that once characterized people's behaviour. seek to reveal the most pious aspect of character
characters by building a highly moralistic narrative. build strongly about spiritualized text in which little matter has the material value of action. 12. (SANTA CASA) The poet wakes up on the ground. Too much, poet man. Homo sum, as the famous Roman used to say. Look, listen, sit down, and what's more, you dream at night beautiful, tangible visions of awakening. It has nerves,
has fibers and arteries - that is, before and after an idealistic creature, it is an endoab item that has a body. And to say that you will, without these elements that I first recognize is very prosaic, there is no poetry . With these words, the romantic poet Alvarez de Azevedo appreciates the material side of man, allowing to perceive aesthetic concepts that can be considered precursors
of the literary current: the classic Baroque baroque naturalist-symbolist 13. (SANTA CASA) The first to be washed was Leandra, nicknamed Machona, a fierce Portuguese, bright, hairy and thick wrist, the thighs of a field animal. The text allows us to state that: naturalism and realism, to emphasize the woes of the time, stressed the analysis of psychological behavior. romantic
prose was based on a mechanistic view of human and human relationships. realism characterized reality through an elegant metaphor, irony, penetrating and refined cynicism. romanticism, which includes popular and prosaic elements, idealized the physical strength and moral strength of the people. naturalistic aesthetics emphasizes some details of the picture, changing the
balance between the parts that Make. 14. (UEL) Mark is an alternative that adequately completes the assertion: Romanticism, thanks to dominant ideology and complex artistic, social and political content, is characterized as a time conducive to the emergence of human nature marked by theocentrism, hypersensitivity, joy, optimism and faith. ethnocentrism, insensitivity, relaxation,
optimism and belief in society. self-centeredness, hypersensitivity, melancholy, pessimism, melancholy and despair. theocentrism, insensitivity, relaxation, melancholy and hopelessness. self-centeredness, increased sensitivity, joy, relaxation and belief in the future. 15. (FUVEST) I Because he does not deserve what happened, I left as ignorant, good I am, I came without
considering where it came, I left without visiting what I left. II If the evil of shooting a flute now sings a harmonious verse, know it's late Influx to the furious pain of communicating with me; Not a gentle genius whom you have heard already in a sharp and serious accent. III From the delusional drunkenness of bard dreams, in which I drowned the burning of life, the burning dew of
feverish crying, what profit described the soul? Carefully assessing the poetic resources used in each of them, we can say that the literary movements to which I, II and III belong respectively: Baroque - Arcadeism - Romanticism. Baroque - Romanticism - Parnassus. Romanticism - parnassism - symbolism. Romanticism - Symbolism - Modernism. Parnassus - Symbolism -
Modernism. 16. (FUVEST) In this unfair and unclassified book (...), it is not that it is broken, but the thread of stories and observations is tangled in such a way that, I see and feel it, only with great patience can be revealed and followed in such a sinful embarrassed. This is how the author sees his work, in which he makes reflections like this: people, people: corrupt ones who care
to know and ignore everything. This is the work of Portugal, Miguel Torg. Kinkas Borba, de Machado de Assis. Maya, from Enya de Keiras. Dry life, Grasiliano Ramos. Trips to my land, Almeida Garrett. 17. (FUVEST) I - The author, who carried Portuguese society on stage in the first half of the sixteenth century, experiences, in the expression of Antonio Jose Saraiva, a reflection
of the crisis. II - Acted in a line of theater customs, related burlesque and comics in dramas and comedies, depicting blatant Brazilian life, from countryside to the city. Statements relate, respectively, to theologians: Camilo Castelo Branco and Jose de Alencar. Machado de Assis and Miguel Torg. Gil Vicente and Nelson Rodriguez. Gil Vicente and Martins Pena. Camilo Castelo
Branco and Nelson Rodriguez 18. (PUCCAMP) The jungle singer, among the brave woods Rough trunk palm pick, United to it I release my corner, while the wind in the palms of the zune, roaring long, found fans. Poems above, Os Timbiras, Goncalves Diaz, represent the characteristics Romantic generation: attachment to balance in the form of expression; the presence of
nationalism, the Indian theme and the appreciation of Brazilian nature. resistance to sentimental exaggerations and a form of expression subordinated to emotions; vision of poetry in the service of social causes such as slavery. expression concerned about the sense of proportion; the evil of the century; nature as a friend and confidant. Overflow in the form of expression; the
Appreciation of the Indian as a typical national man; presenting nature as a refuge from the evil of the heart. expression in the service of the manifestation of the most exaggerated states of mind; deep sense of loneliness. 19 (UFJR) Mark correct alternative at the work of Amor de Perdi'o, Camilo Castelo Branco: This narrative focuses on the oppression of individual freedom,
oppression, that promotes provincial society associated with old prejudices. The narrative establishes a conflict between the individual and the social environment, followed by the victory of the individual by achieving his/her goals. 20 (E.A. LOVERAS) The past came and sat on a bench, taking, fresh or taking moonlight. The past, with its melancholy, its longing, tenderness, its
romanticism, is not present in the next passage of the text: (...) this little laguinho and this is what waltz Uro Preto . as they tread lightly in the sand, with force in our hearts! In an elegant shopping mall, young women marched in front of the boys on Thursdays and Sundays. (...) very glowing springs in the dark, and very musical in the midst of a common cacophony. Farewell, a
simple mirror of square water, farewell, sentimental historical tribune of earrings and caprichadas charangas. 21. (F.C.CHAGAS) Criterion of representation of work, putting first the part pertaining to indigenous peoples, according to the search for exotics, which was fashionable at the time. The fashion that critical judgment transcribed above mentions, regarding the work of a
picturesque and historic journey to Brazil, by the artist Jean-Baptiste Debret, was in effect in the period ..... Literature. Baroque; Romantic archaic; Realistically; Naturalist. 22. (USC) With regard to Romanticism in Brazil, it can be argued that: his nationalist actions have led to political conditions that have given us our independence; coincided with a crucial moment in the definition
of citizenship and contributed to this definition; it has always reflected foreign influence, taking advantage of local customs and colour in no way; was crucial for the maturation of natiactivist feelings, culminating in Mining Nonconfisonia; gained notoriety only in poetry, perhaps because of the lack of talent in the cultivation of fiction. 23. (F.C.CHAGAS) The romantic movement,
whose origins are in Germany and England, has acquired an extraordinary reflection in Brazilian literature, because: our texts counted, at the time, with the artists of talent Machado de Assis and Raul Pompey; coincided with a crucial moment in determining our nationality and our historical past; Natiactivist sentiments, elevated to the highest aesthetic, flourished among us, as
evidenced by the poems Uruguay and Karamura; our cultural complex of colonizers found in intimate prose its most appropriate and natural expression; our people of letters and sciences have created theories that demonstrated the blatant superiority of Anglo-German reflections over the superiority of other nations. 24. (FUVEST) I - Ah! While the merciless fates Do not turn
against us an angry face, Let's do, yes, we do, sweet sweetheart, Our brief days more said II - It's vanity, Fabio, in this life, Rose that morning flattered, Purple thousands, with golden ambitions, Airosa breaks, supposed to drag . III- And when I sleep and my heart is still looking in the illusion of memory, the angel of life passes in my dreams And my lips are worth the hope! To link
the above excerpts with the relevant literary movements, the characteristics of which are given below. Romanticism: evasion and thoughtfulness in the realization of diffuse eroticism. Arcadeism: the use of the present moment (carp diem). Baroque: the ephemerality of physical beauty, the deceptive brevity of life. Romanticism; II-arcadeism; III - Baroque; Baroque; II-arcadeism; III -
Romanticism; Arcadeism; II- Romanticism; III - Baroque; Arcadeism; II-Baroque; III - Romanticism; Baroque; II-arcadeism; III-romanticism. 25. (F.C.CHAGAS) In cismar, alone, at night, the more pleasure I find there; My land is a palm tree where thrush sings. In these poems by Goncalves Diaz, written in Portugal, the poet lives a moment marked by loneliness, thoughtfulness and
nationalist idealization. melancholy, boredom and irony; love for Portugal, reverie and nationalist idealization; time, satirical spirit and pessimism; relief, expectation and optimism. 26. (VUNESP) Based on a reading of the text by Alvarez de Azevedo, mark the only wrong alternative. At my bed, with my hands united, eyes fixed in the sky, hair loose, pale shadow of a beautiful
woman Among the blue clouds weave dwelling. Maybe it's a picture. in that bounty Maybe I dreamed of angry nights. Maybe dreaming I unleashed smiling at some point on the fragrant shoulders of these black hair, and in deliquio on the lips I sighed shivering. gone my vision. And now it remains that vague shadow on the wall - the ghost of coal and ceremonial dust, so vague, so
extinct and smoking by sleep remember that uncertain . (Azevedo, Alvarez de. VI part Intimate Ideas. In: CANDIDO, A. and CASTELLO, D.A. Presensha da Literature Brasaileira, vol.II, Sao Paulo, Diffusion European Book, 1968, p. 26). Given the thematic and formal aspects of the poem, it can be attributed to the second moment of the Brazilian romantic movement, also known
as the generation of the spleen or evil of the century. The presence of a beloved woman becomes the central point of the poem. This is clearly evident about i-lyrics marked by the living of the past, which always returns in images and dreams. Dreams. reflects a clear residence between an imaginary plane and a real plane. One element, in particular, that formulates this
contradiction is the alternation of current/past verbal times. Reality and fantasy become the only reality in the space of romantic lyrical poetry, a privileged genre within this movement. Despite the use of decathlon, this poem has progress close to prose. This formal aspect is important for amplifying a certain intimate proseism of romantic poetry. 27. (PUC) Considered a Brazilian
critic writer best endowed with his generation, Alvarez de Azevedo, in addition to poetry, has left us that work of narrative prose? Count Lopo; Macario; Floating foams; Night in the tavern; Peter Ivo. 28. (W.FORTALESA) I leave life as it leaves the boredom of the desert, laying back a tourist - Like hours of a long nightmare that breaks into the crease of the bell tower. The
aforementioned verses illustrate: the use of grandiose metaphors to express resentment over the social injustice that characterizes the work of Castro Alves; the theme of finding death as a solution to the problems of existence in which it is located in Alvarez de Azevedo; treatment at the same time ironic and lyrical, to which Carlos Drummond de Andrade represents everyday life;
the presence of nature as a place to meet the pastor with his beloved, as happens in Thomas Antonio Gonzaga; Study echoes, assonances, alliterations in search of sound are valid for themselves, as seen from the work of Cruz e Souza. 29. (F.C.CHAGAS) the confessional and fantastic poetry of Alvarez de Azevedo belongs to the romantic generation located between Gonalves
Diaz and Hlaudio Manuel da Costa Goncalves de Magalhaes and Goncalves Diaz; Castro Alves and Cruz e Souza; Goncalves Diaz and Castro Alves; Claudio Manuel da Costa and Tomas Antonio Gonzaga. 30. (FEI) Room of the left column, according to the right column, given the Brazilian romantic poetry: 1. first generation 2. Second Generation 3. Third Generation ()
abolitionism ( ) condoreirismo ( ) aggravated by self-communication ( ) obsession with death ( ) nationalism ( ) nationalism now, choose an alternative that represents the correct sequence of numbers: 2 - 3 - 2 - 1 - 2 - 1; 1 - 3 - 2 - 1 - 2 - 3; 3 - 2 - 2 - 1- 2 - 2; 2 - 1 - 2 - 2 - 1 - 1; 3 - 3 - 2 - 2 - 1 - 1; 31. (F.C.CHAGAS) Mark an alternative that fills in the blanks correctly. When it comes
to ..... in romantic literature, names ..... can't be forgotten. Indianism - abolitionism - abolitionism - Turkey - Sertanism - 32. (F.K.SHAGAS) Castro Alves's word would have been, in the context in which he inserted himself, a word open to the reality of the nation, an indignant poet with a slave problem and a delight about the progress and technique that had already reached the rural
environment. This last aspect allows us to claim that Castro Alves identifies with the poets of the second romantic the concept of nature as a refuge. Asylum. in this sense, other poets, such as Fagundes Varela, who regard the countryside as an antidote to the evils of the city; treats nature in the same way as the Arctic poet who preceded it; anticipates the behaviour of the
parnassus poet, who is delighted with the external reality; idealizes the nature of the homeland, seeking to preserve its simplicity and purity, as Gonzalvesh dias. 33. (AFA) The Ideal of Freedom, championed by Cecilia Meirel in Romansiro da Inconfid'ncia, repeats, in a certain way, the theme of social poetry: Castro Alves; Fagundes Varela; Casemiro de Abreu; Alvarez de
Azevedo. Now I'm asking you. O Brazilian caboclo, caboclo still in captivity, read Negreiro ship to stay up to date with the past captivity. It was a cursed ship, a bird of prey, flying an ocean flower, in the bulge of a Ghanaian killer drove human gold: a black shave was a mine. Cabokla, don't cry, don't cry when a poem compresses your heart; If you can't do it or yolk or scream
indignation. caboclo, it's a dilemma. Then read The Voices of Africa with the same indignation against the slave owners, O caboclo backcountry, today's captivity is the same: snout and cotton . 34. (VUNESP) Four stanzas above are an excerpt from a work published in 1952 in which the modernist poet, the author of the long poem The Invention of Orpheus, recounts in the
manner of popular poets of northeastern fairs, the life and adventures of the poet of Brazilian romanticism. Note the alternatives below that contain accordingly: the theme versed in stanzas above; The name of the romantic poet; The name of the first work of this romantic poet; the name of the modernist poet of the author of this text in the cordel style. Regional theme; II-
Goncalves Diaz; III- First corners; IV-Mario de Andrade. Loving theme; II- Alvarez de Azevedo; III- Twenty-year-old Lira; IV-Ferreira Goullar. Racial theme; II- Casemiro de Abreu; III Springs: IV- Carlos Drummond de Andrade. Urban theme; II- Omavo Bilac; III - afternoon; IV - Oswald de Andrade. The topic of social criticism; II- Castro Alves; III- Floating foams; IV- Jorge de Lima.
35. (F.C.CHAGAS) Although contemporary and often focused on the same social environment, the novels of these two writers show the distance in which they find themselves: one of them is the ability to expose and denounce some deep aspects of social and individual reality, one that can be considered a humble predecessor of Machado de Assis; The other owes its popularity
to the fact of bringing in the novel exactly the scenery and familiar characters in the middle of Rio de Janeiro Manuel de Macedo and Manuel Antonio de Almeida; Manuel Antonio de Almeida and Bernardo Guimaraes; Bernardo Guimarains and Viscount Townai; Viscount Townai and Jose de Alencar. 36. (FUVEST) The first seara, still on the cradle, emigrated from the land of his
homeland. Existed Race? Here is a reflection in the form of a question that the author, ......, asks himself with all the possessions, and for reasons that we can interpret as personal, at the end of the novel ........ Separate an alternative that completes the gaps. Jose Lears-do-Rego - Boy Engenho; Joseph Alenkarsky - Iraqma; Graciliano Ramos - San Bernardo; Aluisio Azevedo -
Mulato; Graciliano Ramos - Dry Life. I DON'T MIND. Text for questions 37 and 38: His literary ambitions were, however, immense and could be measured, not only by his Romanesque production, but also by a gigantic project, which he laid out in a very significant way, in his undeniably undeniable introduction to the novel by Sonos d'Uro. There is no doubt that (the writer)
considered his work to be a primitive factor in the truly organic creativity of our literature. (Eugenio Gomez). 37. (FUVEST) The novelist referred to by the critic: Joan Guimaraes Rosa; Joaquim M. de Macedo; Bernardo Guimaraes (Joseph Alencar; Manuel Antonio de Almeida. 38. (FUVEST) To highlight the version, which mentions the works of the novel, the subject of the previous
question. Apartment building and pension house; Dead Fire and Bangkok; Moreninha and the blonde boy; Grand Certao: Veredas and Saragana; Lady and Guarani 39. I DON'T MIND. Luciola and Lady; Gaucho, Sertanejo; both Guarani and Silver Mines represent in Alencar's work, according to their content and scripts, novels of types, respectively: urban, regional and prehistoric;
documentary, social and historical-Indian; Europeans, citizens and Indians; Psychological, documentary and folklore; realistic, impressionist and romantic. 40. (PUC) In the novels of Senhor and Luciola, Jose de Alencar takes a step towards criticizing the values of bourgeois society, to the extent that he casts as the main characters who allow themselves to be corrupt money.
However, this criticism is diluted, and he confirms himself as a romantic writer, in these works, because he punishes the main characters in the end, leading them to an unhappy marriage; justifies the conflict of the main characters with the society difference in race: some, idealized Indians; others, Brazilians with European ways; confirms bourgeois values, dooming the main
characters to death; solves the contradiction between money and moral values, making the main characters rich and powerful; allows the heroes to regain their dignity by the power of love. Love. atividades sobre o romantismo com gabarito. atividades sobre romantismo ensino medio com gabarito. atividades sobre o romantismo em portugal com gabarito. atividades sobre o
romantismo brasileiro com gabarito. atividades sobre romantismo prosa com gabarito. atividades sobre romantismo europeu com gabarito. atividades sobre o romantismo poesia com gabarito. atividades de literatura sobre o romantismo com gabarito
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